Meta-generalized-gradient approximations ͑meta-GGAs͒ in density-functional theory are exchange-correlation functionals whose integrands depend on local density, density gradient, and also the kinetic-energy density. It has been pointed out by Johnson et al. ͓Chem. Phys. Lett. 394, 334 ͑2004͔͒ that meta-GGA potential energy curves in dispersion-bound complexes are susceptible to spurious oscillations unless very large integration grids are used. This grid sensitivity originates from the saddle-point region of the density near the intermonomer midpoint. Various dimensionless ratios involving the kinetic-energy density, found in typical meta-GGAs, may be ill-behaved in this region. Grid sensitivity thus arises if the midpoint region is sampled by too sparse a grid. For most meta-GGAs, standard grids do not suffice. Care must be taken to avoid this problem when using, or constructing, meta-GGAs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate modeling of the London dispersion interaction using density-functional theory is a challenging problem that has attracted the interest of many researchers. The most popular density functionals, widely used for thermochemistry calculations, completely neglect dispersion. In a study involving 25 functionals, including generalized-gradient approximations ͑GGAs͒, meta-GGAs, and hybrids, we showed that none of the methods considered are capable of correctly modeling dispersion-bound complexes. 1 For the benzene dimer, all of the functionals gave potential energy curves that are repulsive at long-range, rather than the correct 1 / R 6 attraction characteristic of dispersion. 2 In ab initio wave function theory, exact ͑Hartree-Fock͒ exchange gives entirely repulsive potential energy curves for dispersion-bound complexes. Dispersion binding is a consequence of electron correlation, arising from instantaneous dipole moments in the electron density. 2 Thus, dispersion is a dynamical correlation effect that can be modeled by including a large number of high-energy excited state configurations, as in configuration interaction or coupled-cluster theory.
Some GGA-type density functionals give "dispersionlike" binding near minimum-energy separations. 1, 3 However, this binding has been shown to be an artifactual exchange effect 4, 5 and is directly related to the asymptotic behavior of the exchange enhancement factor 4, 6 in the high reduceddensity-gradient limit. Functionals such as B88 ͑Ref. 7͒ with a very high asymptotic enhancement factor give potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒ that are excessively repulsive. Conversely, functionals with a low asymptotic enhancement factor, such as PBE, 8 give some binding. This binding is in a sense spurious since dispersion is properly a correlation effect. It has also been shown that popular correlation functionals do not have the correct dispersion physics built into them. 9 Several nonempirical approaches to modeling dispersion within a density-functional theory framework have recently been developed. These include the exchange-hole dipole model of Becke and Johnson 10 and functionals based on the nonlocal dispersion model of Andersson et al. 11 involving interacting uniform-electron-gas regions. Other approaches include addition of empirical dispersion corrections 12 and use of long-range, effective-core-like potentials parameterized to reproduce dispersion binding. 13 Others 14 have applied meta-GGA functionals to van der Waals complexes and obtained low mean absolute errors for binding energies at equilibrium geometries. 15 Meta-GGA functionals depend on the local kinetic-energy density in addition to the electron density and its gradient. Unlike the density and gradient, inclusion of the kinetic-energy density can introduce some nonlocal information to the functional. For example, when averaged over atomic basins, the ratio of the kinetic-energy density to its uniform-electron-gas analog has been used as an indicator of multicenter delocalization. 16 Thus, there may be a physical basis for meta-GGAs to provide an improved treatment of nonlocal interactions, such as dispersion. However, we found that the meta-GGAs used in our previous study, including TPSS, 17 VSXC, 18 BB95, 19 and B1B95, 19, 20 offered no improvement over GGA functionals a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: gino.dilabio@nrc.ca.
for dispersion binding. 1 An unsettling sensitivity of metaGGAs to the size of the integration grid was also revealed. PESs computed using these functionals show large spurious oscillations when using standard integration grids.
One problem associated with oscillations in the PESs is that geometry optimizations can get trapped in one of the many local minima. In order to compute smooth PESs, very large integration grids are required. Meta-GGAs, in particular M06 and M06-L, 15, 21 can also give imaginary frequencies for rotational modes unless extremely large integration grids are used. 22 Increasing the numbers of both radial and angular grid points significantly increases the computational expense of the calculations.
In the present work, we extend our study of the suitability of meta-GGAs for modeling dispersion binding to include BMK ͑Ref. 23͒ and the M05 ͑Ref. 24͒ and M06 15, 21, 25 suites of functionals. It will be shown that none of these functionals provide a correct description of dispersion physics. We also unveil the origins of the spurious oscillations in PESs obtained with meta-GGA functionals.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS
Calculations were performed on a set of five dispersionbound complexes, consisting of the homonuclear dimers of helium, neon, argon, and krypton, as well as the "parallel" or "sandwich" orientation of the benzene dimer ͑D 6h symmetry͒. The electronic energies of these dimers were evaluated with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set using ten density functionals: B1B95, 19, 20 BMK, 23 TPSS, 17 and VSXC ͑Ref. 18͒ implemented in GAUSSIAN03, 26 27 In all cases, PESs for the complexes were generated by incrementing the center-of-mass separations in 0.1 Å steps, and subtracting the total energies from those of the infinitely separated monomers. In the case of the benzene dimer, the monomer coordinates were fixed at the geometry of Ref. 28 .
The PESs were obtained with integration grids of varying sizes. The notation ͑n r , n ᐉ ͒ is used to indicate the grid size, where n r is the number of radial points per atom and n ᐉ is the number of angular points. In all cases, Lebedev angular grids were used and the grids were chosen to correspond with the default pruned ͑75,302͒ grid in GAUSSIAN03, the pruned, ultrafine ͑99, 590͒ grid in GAUSSIAN03 ͑grid = ultrafine͒, and an even finer, unpruned ͑250, 590͒ grid ͑grid= 250, 590͒. These are the same three integration grids considered in our previous work. 1 To allow a more balanced comparison with the GAUSSIAN03 results, the atomic partitioning scheme of Stratmann et al. 29 was used for all NWChem calculations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Incorrect description of dispersion physics
In this section, we assess the abilities of meta-GGA functionals to predict accurate PESs for dispersion-bound complexes. We begin by considering the noble gas pairs. As a representative example, PESs obtained with each of the meta-GGA functionals are shown in Fig. 1 for the argon dimer. Figure 1 also displays an accurate reference potential for the argon dimer obtained from Ref. 30 . The calculated binding energies for all four noble-gas dimers are collected in Table I , along with precise experimental data. 30 The ͑250, 590͒ grid was used for these calculations. The sensitivity of the calculated PESs to the integration grid size will be discussed in detail in the following section.
For noble gas interactions, the magnitude of dispersion binding is known to increase down the periodic table, following the trend of increasing atomic polarizability. This is reflected in the experimental binding energies. The calculated results show that none of the functionals considered give reasonable binding energy predictions across the entire test set. VSXC gives the correct trend of increasing binding energies along the He 2 , Ne 2 , Ar 2 , Kr 2 series, but drastically overestimates the binding energies themselves, consistent with our previous findings.
1 B1B95 and BMK predict repulsive PESs and no binding. In the case of B1B95, the exchange functional is comprised of a mixing of B88 and HF exchange. Both of these are well known to give entirely repulsive PESs. 1, 3, 4, 31 The form of the BMK exchange functional resembles B97 ͑Ref. 32͒ and HCTH, 33 which are capable of giving either repulsive or attractive PESs ͑Ref. 1͒ depending on how the parameterization affects their asymptotic behavior. 4 M05, M05-2X, and M06-HF predict the correct trend in the noble-gas dimer binding energies, but display insufficient increases in binding with increasing atomic mass. The remaining meta-GGA functionals predict roughly constant binding energies for the four noble-gas dimers. Also, analysis of Fig. 1 reveals that the various bound potential energy curves approach the dissociation limit much more rapidly than the reference potential, which has the correct −1 / R 6 decay representative of dispersion binding. Thus, the results shown in Table I and Fig. 1 indicate that none of the functionals include the correct physics of the dispersion interaction.
We also calculated PESs for the sandwich or parallel orientation of the benzene dimer, which we previously found to be a particularly challenging case for density functionals. 1 Results obtained with the pruned ͑99, 590͒ grid are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the BMK potential has a metastable minimum. This is not a spurious oscillation and the appearance of this feature does not depend on the integration grid size. Spurious oscillations in the calculated PESs will be discussed in the next section. An estimated CCSD͑T͒/CBS reference curve is also shown for comparison. 28 The VSXC curve is omitted from the figure due to its tendency to extremely overbind. VSXC predicts a minimum with binding energy 13.04 kcal/mol, compared to the CCSD͑T͒ binding energy of 1.70 kcal/mol. 28 All of the functionals ͑including VSXC͒ predict repulsive PESs at long range, whether or not they give dispersion-like binding around the CCSD͑T͒ minimum. This again shows that none of the functionals include correct dispersion physics.
B. Oscillations in PESs
In our previous study of dispersion-bound complexes, 1 meta-GGA functionals were found to be quite sensitive to the choice of integration grid and gave oscillatory PESs unless extremely large integration grids were employed. Similar results are seen in this work for most of the meta-GGA functionals considered. For the noble-gas pairs, use of the default pruned ͑75, 302͒ integration grid results in all of the metaGGAs giving oscillatory PESs, with the exception of TPSS and BMK for some of the dimers. Results are shown for the argon dimer in Fig. 1 . Increasing the grid size to ultrafine ͑99, 590͒ results in smooth PESs with BMK, M05, M05-2X, M06-2X, and TPSS. However, B1B95, M06, M06-HF, M06-L, and VSXC still give oscillatory PESs that become smooth upon further increases in grid size. Oscillating PESs are obtained with these same five functionals for the benzene dimer using the ͑99, 590͒ grid, as in Fig. 2 .
In this section, we aim to understand the sensitivity of meta-GGAs to grid size. To this end, we consider the terms The complex is predicted to be unbound.
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in each of the meta-GGA functionals that depend on the kinetic-energy density, and how they behave near the midpoint of dispersion-bound complexes. The rapid variation in some meta-GGA functionals at the midpoint of stretched covalent bonds has been noted previously. 34 We begin with B1B95, which has the simplest functional form. The exchange part of B1B95 is comprised of HartreeFock and B88 exchange. The observed oscillations in the PESs do not arise from the exchange part because neither HF nor B88 give oscillating potentials. 1, 3, 31 Also, the oppositespin correlation term in B1B95 ͑not shown͒ gives smooth, nonoscillating PESs. The origin of the oscillations in the B1B95 potentials is the parallel-spin correlation term. This is the only component of the functional that depends on the kinetic-energy density. The parallel-spin correlation term of B1B95 has the following form:
In this equation, C UEG is the parallel-spin component of the uniform-electron-gas correlation energy density 35 and is the reduced spin-density gradient,
where is the -spin electron density. The kinetic-energy dependence is in the D term, given by
where is the -spin, positive-definite kinetic-energy density, defined in terms of the Kohn-Sham orbitals by
and W is the Weizsäcker kinetic-energy density, W = 1 4
ٌ͉ ͉
. ͑5͒
D vanishes identically in any one-electron system and in many-electron systems it always has positive, nonzero value. As such, it is commonly used to introduce a self-interaction correction into correlation functionals. In the B95 correlation functional, the uniform-electron-gas energy density is corrected for self-interaction by multiplying by D and dividing by its uniform-electron-gas limit, D UEG ,
The behavior of the -dependent factor in the B1B95 parallel-spin correlation functional ͑i.e., the D / D UEG ratio͒ is shown in Fig. 3 for the argon dimer at its experimental equilibrium separation. The plot shows the value of this ratio for grid points along the internuclear axis. The results were obtained from post-LSDA ͑local spin-density approximation͒ 37 calculations with 160 radial grid points per atom using the NUMOL program. 36 The plot of D / D UEG in Fig. 3 is highly structured. This ratio is also the key quantity in the electron localization function ͑ELF͒ of Becke and Edgecombe. 38 Thus, the regions immediately around the nuclei, at Ϯ1.88 Å, show atomic shell structure. Asymptotically, the ratio approaches infinity for most atoms ͑including argon͒, but approaches zero in cases where the angular momentum quantum number ᐉ =0 for the highest occupied molecular orbital.
We see in Fig. 3 , however, that the D / D UEG factor in the B95 correlation functional diverges at the midpoint of the argon dimer ͑at x = 0 in the plot͒. The cause is evident from FIG. 2. Potential energy curves for the "sandwich" structure of benzene dimer calculated using the ͑n r , n ᐉ ͒ = ͑99, 590͒ integration grid. VSXC gives a minimum with BE = 13.04 kcal/ mol at R = 3.4 Å ͑not shown͒. The CCSD͑T͒ results are from Ref. 28 . CM indicates the ring center-of-mass. the functional form. At the midpoint, ٌ = 0, the Weizsäcker term in D vanishes, and the numerator becomes . In dispersion-bound complexes, the electron density is extremely small at the midpoint. The term in the numerator approaches zero with the same order as , while the D UEG term in the denominator approaches zero more rapidly as 5/3 . This leads to divergent behavior in the limit of infinite separation.
This divergence would not be problematic if it were consistently described at all intermonomer separations. However, the use of atom-centered grids means that the placement of integration grid points near the dimer midpoint varies uncontrollably as the dimer is stretched. Moreover, the integration weights in this region are relatively large and their distribution sparse. This means that the energy contribution from grid points near the midpoint can differ greatly at successive increments in the intermonomer separation, resulting in oscillations in the calculated potentials.
The divergence in the -dependent parallel-spin correlation term at the midpoint of dispersion-bound dimers clearly explains the observed sensitivity of computed B1B95 PESs to the integration grid size. Oscillations disappear when sufficiently fine grids are used to provide more uniform coverage of the intermonomer region. Oscillations are absent from PESs of hydrogen-bonded complexes, where the density values between monomers are substantially larger than in dispersion-bound complexes.
With this explanation in mind, we now examine the -dependence of the other meta-GGA functionals. The M05 form, which is shared by M05-2X, is quite similar to B95. Both involve the kinetic-energy density only in the parallelspin correlation term. In developing M05, Zhao et al. 24 also recognized the problems with divergence of the B95 correlation energy and chose to use a modified functional form suggested by Becke. 39 This form replaces the D / D UEG ratio used in B95 with another dimensionless ratio, D /
The D / ratio is plotted along the internuclear coordinate of the argon dimer in Fig. 3 . This plot also shows atomic shell structure, but the choice of denominator ensures that the ratio approaches zero asymptotically for all atoms. From the figure, it can also be seen that D / has much less variation than D / D UEG at the argon dimer midpoint. Indeed, D / = 1 at the dimer midpoint. This explains the reduced grid size dependence in the M05 and M05-2X PESs compared to B1B95 ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Nevertheless, M05 and M05-2X still produce oscillating potentials with smaller ͑default͒ grids. With sparse grids, such as the default grid used in the Gaussian program, uneven sampling of the midpoint region still yields energy oscillations as the complex is stretched.
The TPSS exchange and correlation functionals both depend on the kinetic-energy density, through the ratio W / . That is, the form of the TPSS exchange functional is
The TPSS correlation functional has a more complex form, but is also dependent on W / . The values of this ratio along the argon-argon internuclear axis are also shown in Fig. 3 . Like ELF, the W / ratio is also a good indicator of atomic shell structure, 40 and the plot in Fig. 3 reflects this. The curve shows a small dip where W is zero at the dimer midpoint. While the sensitivity to grid sparseness in the correlation energies should be much smaller with TPSS than with B1B95, the TPSS exchange energies are also dependent on W / . This is potentially significant since exchange energies are much larger than correlation energies. For the argon dimer, the TPSS potential is smooth with the ultrafine grids, but displays barely noticeable oscillations with the default grid. The PES for the benzene dimer ͑Fig. 2͒ shows a few barely noticeable "kinks," as seen for GGA and hybrid-GGA functionals with default grids. 1 The kinetic-energy dependence of the BMK functional is limited to the exchange part,
͑9͒
The -dependence comes from
as well as its third and fifth powers in the f X ͑w ͒ function of the integrand. w approaches Ϫ1 in the limit of → 0, as occurs at the argon dimer midpoint. The behavior of w is also shown in Fig. 3 . This is the only curve that does not have a peak or dip at the midpoint, and thus we expect BMK to give PESs with no oscillation and similar grid sensitivity as GGA functionals, as is the case in Figs. 1 and 2 .
Finally we consider VSXC and the M06-type functionals. For these methods, the oscillations are again entirely due − ͒ / ͑D UEG + ͔͒ functionals at grid points along the internuclear coordinate of the argon dimer at its experimental equilibrium geometry ͑R = 3.76 Å͒. The results were obtained from post-LSDA calculations ͑Ref. 36͒ using 160 radial grid points per atom, and are given in atomic units.
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to the -dependent terms. While there are differences in the overall functional forms, the -dependent terms are the same for VSXC and all the M06-type functionals, except for the values of the empirical parameters a 1 − a 6 in the following equations. The kinetic-energy density is present in more terms in the VSXC functional than in the other meta-GGAs. The VSXC exchange functional is
where the -dependence comes from the factor
In this equation,
the a i 's are empirical fit parameters, and
The correlation terms have very similar forms, with
where ␣␤ 2 = ␣ 2 + ␤ 2 and z ␣␤ = z ␣ + z ␤ . The behavior of the -dependent terms in the integrand of the VSXC exchange functional along the argon dimer internuclear axis are shown separately in Fig. 4 . The correlation terms are not shown, but they should give similar curves. The figure shows that the last ͑a 6 ͒ term in Eq. ͑12͒ has the greatest divergence at the midpoint, but the other terms also change rapidly near the midpoint and will be sensitive to integration grid sparseness.
This sheds light on the differences between the PESs obtained with VSXC and the various M06-type functionals. All of the terms in Eq. ͑12͒ are included in VSXC, but in development of the M06-L functional, the a 6 parameter was set to zero for exchange, opposite-, and parallel-spin correlation in an attempt to eliminate oscillations in the dispersion binding curves. 21 This accounts for the reduced magnitude of the oscillations in the M06-L potentials compared to VSXC. The values of the a 6 parameter for exchange and correlation are also zeroed for the other M06-type functionals. In M06 and M06-HF, the a 4 and a 5 parameters are additionally set to zero for the exchange terms only. 15, 25 Since the variations in these terms at dimer midpoints are no more pronounced than for the first three in Eq. ͑12͒, this does not noticeably decrease the oscillations in the PESs, relative to M06-L. Finally, in M06-2X, the coefficients of all the -dependent exchange terms of Eq. ͑12͒ are set to zero. 15 Some sensitivity to integration grid sparseness is still expected from the M06-2X correlation functional. However, since correlation energies are much smaller than exchange energies, any oscillations should have much smaller amplitudes. This explains why the M06-2X curves appear smooth with ultrafine or finer integration grids, while all the other M06-type functionals give oscillatory PESs.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The integrands of GGA exchange-correlation functionals depend on the dimensionless ͑"reduced"͒ gradient variable ٌ͉͉ / 4/3 which approaches zero at the intermonomer midpoint in any dispersion-bound complex. Reduced variables in meta-GGAs, however, may take many forms. Common forms include D / D UEG , D / , W / , and w = ͑D UEG − ͒ / ͑D UEG + ͒. All of these, except w , vary markedly near intermononer midpoints, displaying a pronounced rise ͑a near divergence in the case of D / D UEG ͒ or pronounced dip. Unless midpoint regions in dispersion-bound complexes are very well sampled by integration grids, the resulting meta-GGA PESs are prone to spurious oscillations and other random noise. Spurious oscillations are evident ͑see Figs. 1 and 2͒ in most meta-GGAs when standard grids are employed.
Users of meta-GGAs should be aware of this problem, and designers of meta-GGAs should attempt to avoid it. Also, we reiterate in this work that meta-GGAs, just as GGAs, do not incorporate the physics of dispersion correlations and should not be expected to well represent dispersion-dominated PESs. Dispersion physics must be explicitly built into density-functional theories for reliable treatment of weakly interacting systems.
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